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Flexural Deflection in ACI 318Flexural Deflection in ACI 318--0202

Controlled in Section Controlled in Section 9.59.5
–– 9.5.29.5.2 NonNon--prestressed oneprestressed one--way constructionway construction
–– 9.5.39.5.3 Non prestressed twoNon prestressed two--way constructionway construction
–– 9.5.49.5.4 All prestressed concrete constructionAll prestressed concrete construction
–– 9.5.59.5.5 Composite constructionComposite construction
Many comments apply to all four sections.Many comments apply to all four sections.
This discussion will focus on Section 9.5.3This discussion will focus on Section 9.5.3
–– TwoTwo--way slabs without interior beamsway slabs without interior beams



TwoTwo--Way Slabs w/o Interior BeamsWay Slabs w/o Interior Beams

Addressed in Sections Addressed in Sections 9.5.3.19.5.3.1, , 9.5.3.29.5.3.2 and and 
9.5.3.49.5.3.4
Section Section 9.5.3.19.5.3.1::

““The thickness of slabs without interior The thickness of slabs without interior 
beams spanning between the supports beams spanning between the supports 
on all sides shall satisfy the requirements on all sides shall satisfy the requirements 
of of 9.5.3.29.5.3.2 oror 9.5.3.49.5.3.4””

NOTE!



Section Section 9.5.3.29.5.3.2 –– Minimum ThicknessMinimum Thickness
Specifies minimum thickness for twoSpecifies minimum thickness for two--way slabs way slabs 
per Table per Table 9.5(c)9.5(c)::



Definition of Definition of ℓℓnn

““length of clear span in length of clear span in longlong direction of twodirection of two--
way construction, measured faceway construction, measured face--toto--face of face of 
supports in slabs without beams and facesupports in slabs without beams and face--toto--
face of beams or other supports in other face of beams or other supports in other 
cases, in.”cases, in.”

Commonly interpreted to mean the longest of Commonly interpreted to mean the longest of 
the two orthogonal spans in rectangular the two orthogonal spans in rectangular 
panels.panels.



Section Section 9.5.3.49.5.3.4 -- CalculationsCalculations

Permits the use of slab thicknesses Permits the use of slab thicknesses LESSLESS
than the minimum specified in Table than the minimum specified in Table 9.5(c)9.5(c)
if…if…
–– “…it is shown by computation that “…it is shown by computation that 

the deflection will not exceed the the deflection will not exceed the 
limits stipulated in Table limits stipulated in Table 9.5(b)9.5(b).”.”



9.5.3.49.5.3.4 Also Provides GuidanceAlso Provides Guidance

For appropriate concrete modulus of For appropriate concrete modulus of 
elasticity elasticity EEcc

For appropriate moment of inertia for For appropriate moment of inertia for 
instantaneous deflection calculationsinstantaneous deflection calculations
LongLong--term creep and shrinkage multipliers term creep and shrinkage multipliers 
(cites (cites 9.5.2.59.5.2.5))



Therefore CalculationsTherefore Calculations

Can be used to justify slab thicknesses Can be used to justify slab thicknesses 
less than the minimums specified in Table less than the minimums specified in Table 
9.5(c)9.5(c)

No calculations required if slab thickness No calculations required if slab thickness 
satisfies minimums Table 9.5(c)satisfies minimums Table 9.5(c)



Table 9.5(b) Table 9.5(b) –– Maximum Permissible Maximum Permissible 
Computed DeflectionsComputed Deflections



Limits in Table 9.5(b)Limits in Table 9.5(b)

Based on a span “Based on a span “ℓℓ”” divided by a divided by a 
numerical coefficient (numerical coefficient (ℓℓ/360, /360, ℓℓ/240 etc.)/240 etc.)
Definition of Definition of ℓℓ::
–– ““span length of span length of beam or onebeam or one--way slabway slab, clear , clear 

projection of cantileverprojection of cantilever””

22--way slabs? way slabs? 
Definition ofDefinition of ℓℓ implies that table applies implies that table applies 
only to beams or oneonly to beams or one--way slabsway slabs



But Table 9.5(b) Clearly Applies to But Table 9.5(b) Clearly Applies to 
22--Way SlabsWay Slabs

Cited in Cited in 9.5.3.49.5.3.4, a section which applies , a section which applies 
only to 2only to 2--way slabsway slabs
Need definition of Need definition of ℓℓ for 2for 2--way slabsway slabs
–– Shortest span?Shortest span?
–– Longest span?Longest span?
–– Diagonal span?Diagonal span?
All have been usedAll have been used
Recommendation will followRecommendation will follow



Computed Deflections in Table 9.5(b)Computed Deflections in Table 9.5(b)

Roof or floor membersRoof or floor members
Supporting nonSupporting non--structural elements structural elements 
likely/not likely to be damaged by large likely/not likely to be damaged by large 
deflectionsdeflections
“Not likely to be damaged”“Not likely to be damaged”
–– Limit applies to instantaneous live load Limit applies to instantaneous live load 

deflectiondeflection
“Likely to be damaged”“Likely to be damaged”
–– Limit applies to part of total deflection Limit applies to part of total deflection 

occurring after attachment of nonstructural occurring after attachment of nonstructural 
elementselements



SummarySummary: Code Deflection Requirements : Code Deflection Requirements 
for 2for 2--Way NonWay Non--Prestressed SlabsPrestressed Slabs

Are satisfied by conformance to Are satisfied by conformance to eithereither::
–– Table 9.5(b) Table 9.5(b) –– Computed DeflectionsComputed Deflections
–– Table 9.5(c) Table 9.5(c) –– Minimum ThicknessMinimum Thickness
Conformance to both is not requiredConformance to both is not required
Table 9.5(c) is independent of loading and Table 9.5(c) is independent of loading and 
EEcc
–– Any slab, regardless of load, satisfies the Any slab, regardless of load, satisfies the 

code deflection criteria if it satisfies minimum code deflection criteria if it satisfies minimum 
thicknesses of Table 9.5(c)thicknesses of Table 9.5(c)



Supported EmphaticallySupported Emphatically
By By PCAPCA Notes on ACI 318Notes on ACI 318--0202
–– Page 10Page 10--1010
–– “Deflections of two“Deflections of two--way slab systems with and way slab systems with and 

without beams, drop panels, and column without beams, drop panels, and column 
capitals capitals need not be computedneed not be computed when the when the 
minimum thickness requirements of 9.5.3 minimum thickness requirements of 9.5.3 
[Table 9.5(c)][Table 9.5(c)] are met.are met.””

Deflection calculations are Deflection calculations are NEVERNEVER
requiredrequired
–– All code deflection criteria can be satisfied by All code deflection criteria can be satisfied by 

providing minimum thicknesses.providing minimum thicknesses.



Is This Wise?Is This Wise?
Code deflection requirements are Code deflection requirements are 
independent of applied load and concrete independent of applied load and concrete 
properties (properties (EEcc))
22--way slab, 12” thick, spanning 30 feetway slab, 12” thick, spanning 30 feet
–– ℓℓnn/30/30, therefore code deflection criteria are , therefore code deflection criteria are 

satisfied (remember  satisfied (remember  ℓℓn n defined as defined as longestlongest
span)span)

–– Applied load could be 50 psf or 500 psfApplied load could be 50 psf or 500 psf
–– Calculations (not required) could show clear Calculations (not required) could show clear 

nonnon--compliancecompliance to Table 9.5(b)to Table 9.5(b)
This does not seem rationalThis does not seem rational



Commentary to Minimum Commentary to Minimum 
Thickness Table 9.5(c)Thickness Table 9.5(c)

R9.5.2.3R9.5.2.3 –– The minimum thicknesses in The minimum thicknesses in 
Table 9.5(c) are those that have been Table 9.5(c) are those that have been 
developed through the years.  Slabs developed through the years.  Slabs 
conforming to those limits have not conforming to those limits have not 
resulted in systematic problems related to resulted in systematic problems related to 
stiffness for short and longstiffness for short and long--term loads.  term loads.  
These limits apply to only the domain These limits apply to only the domain 
of previous experience in loads, of previous experience in loads, 
environment, materials, boundary environment, materials, boundary 
conditions, and spans.conditions, and spans.



Unfortunately…Unfortunately…

The “The “domain of previous experiencedomain of previous experience” is not ” is not 
quantified or describedquantified or described

Therefore, for all practical purposes, code Therefore, for all practical purposes, code 
deflection criteria are deflection criteria are independent of independent of 
applied loadapplied load



A Practical ExampleA Practical Example

Subterranean apartment buildings with Subterranean apartment buildings with 
“podium slabs”“podium slabs”
22--way reinforced concrete slab, way reinforced concrete slab, 
prestressed or nonprestressed or non--prestressedprestressed
–– Supporting 2 to 4 stories of woodSupporting 2 to 4 stories of wood--framing framing 

aboveabove
–– Parking below, generally below gradeParking below, generally below grade
Slab supported on concrete columns Slab supported on concrete columns 
(round, 12(round, 12--16”16”φφ) and perimeter CMU walls) and perimeter CMU walls







Typical DetailsTypical Details
Maximum bay sizes Maximum bay sizes ±± 3030’’
SlabSlab ff’’cc = 3,000 = 3,000 –– 4,000 psi4,000 psi
Superimposed dead loads 100Superimposed dead loads 100--200 psf200 psf
Live loads 70Live loads 70--100 psf100 psf
Typical slab thicknessTypical slab thickness
–– NonNon--prestressed 12prestressed 12--14”14”
–– PostPost--tensioned 10tensioned 10--12”12”
NonNon--prestressed slabs satisfy code prestressed slabs satisfy code 
deflection criteria deflection criteria by inspectionby inspection



Following is Based on a True StoryFollowing is Based on a True Story

Names omitted to protect the guiltyNames omitted to protect the guilty
Scenario presented is not unusualScenario presented is not unusual



InvestigationInvestigation

Five year old rental apartment buildingFive year old rental apartment building
–– 4 stories of wood framing over parking4 stories of wood framing over parking
Building owner complains of cracking in Building owner complains of cracking in 
drywall, difficulty in operating doors and drywall, difficulty in operating doors and 
windowswindows
Slab soffit survey shows 3Slab soffit survey shows 3--4” of 4” of apparentapparent
deflection in bays below superstructure deflection in bays below superstructure 
distressdistress
Similar floor surface shape in apartmentsSimilar floor surface shape in apartments







Structural AnalysisStructural Analysis
Slab Slab tt = 13”, normal weight, bay size 29’x29’, = 13”, normal weight, bay size 29’x29’, 
ffyy = 60 ksi, = 60 ksi, f’f’cc = 3,000 psi= 3,000 psi
SDL = 128 psfSDL = 128 psf
Total DL = 128 + 163 = 291 psfTotal DL = 128 + 163 = 291 psf
LL = 84 psfLL = 84 psf
Computed instantaneous deflections in Computed instantaneous deflections in 
exterior panel (DL=291 psf, LL=84 psf)exterior panel (DL=291 psf, LL=84 psf)

∆∆DLDL = 1.10 in.= 1.10 in.
∆∆LLLL =  0.32 in.=  0.32 in.

Deflection calcs by equivalent frame and FEDeflection calcs by equivalent frame and FE



After 5 YearsAfter 5 Years

Using DL creep coefficient (2.0) from Using DL creep coefficient (2.0) from 
9.5.2.59.5.2.5

∆∆5 yrs5 yrs = 1.10 + 2(1.10) + 0.32 = = 1.10 + 2(1.10) + 0.32 = 3.63 in.3.63 in.

Consistent with results of slab soffit surveyConsistent with results of slab soffit survey



Deflection Limits in Table 9.5(b)Deflection Limits in Table 9.5(b)

Are based upon the part of the deflection Are based upon the part of the deflection 
that occurs that occurs afterafter attachment of nonattachment of non--
structural elements likely to be damaged structural elements likely to be damaged 
by large deflectionsby large deflections
Engineer must determine the time at which Engineer must determine the time at which 
the damaging deflections start; and the the damaging deflections start; and the 
slab deflection that exists at that timeslab deflection that exists at that time
Involves considerable judgment on the Involves considerable judgment on the 
part of the engineerpart of the engineer



Some Generalities About This Type Some Generalities About This Type 
of Constructionof Construction

Wood framing starts immediately after Wood framing starts immediately after 
podium slab is castpodium slab is cast
–– Some is in place when slab forms are Some is in place when slab forms are 

removed (typically @ 28 days)removed (typically @ 28 days)
Installation of framing (gypsum wallboard Installation of framing (gypsum wallboard 
is last element) is complete within 3 is last element) is complete within 3 
monthsmonths
Time at which damaging deflections start Time at which damaging deflections start 
is not easy to defineis not easy to define



Parameters Affecting Start Time for Parameters Affecting Start Time for 
Damaging DeflectionsDamaging Deflections

Time at which (or over which) nonTime at which (or over which) non--
structural elements (partitions) are structural elements (partitions) are 
attached to slabattached to slab
Time at which damaging deflections are Time at which damaging deflections are 
assumed to startassumed to start
Creep factors applying to remaining Creep factors applying to remaining 
portion of SDL between time of attachment portion of SDL between time of attachment 
and time that “damaging deflections” startand time that “damaging deflections” start



Our InvestigationOur Investigation

Slab weight = 163 psfSlab weight = 163 psf
Superimposed Dead Load (SDL) = 128 psfSuperimposed Dead Load (SDL) = 128 psf
Total Dead Load = 291 psf (Total Dead Load = 291 psf (∆∆DLDL = 1.10= 1.10””))
Live Load = 84 psf (Live Load = 84 psf (∆∆LLLL = 0.32= 0.32””))



One Common AssumptionOne Common Assumption
Damaging deflections start at age 3 months Damaging deflections start at age 3 months 
(when all partitions are in place)(when all partitions are in place)
Full SDL applied instantaneously at that time (no Full SDL applied instantaneously at that time (no 
creep factor on deflections caused by SDL)creep factor on deflections caused by SDL)

∆∆3 mo3 mo = 163/291(1.10)(2)+128/291(1.10) = = 163/291(1.10)(2)+128/291(1.10) = 1.73 in.1.73 in.

Slab deflection       InstantaneousSlab deflection       Instantaneous
with creep factor     deflection fromwith creep factor     deflection from
= 1.0 (3 mo.)= 1.0 (3 mo.) SDL (no creep)SDL (no creep)



Another Common AssumptionAnother Common Assumption
Damaging deflections start at age 3 Damaging deflections start at age 3 
months (when all partitions are in place)months (when all partitions are in place)
Full SDL applied at time zero (3Full SDL applied at time zero (3--month month 
creep factor [1.0] on deflections caused by creep factor [1.0] on deflections caused by 
SDL)SDL)

∆∆3 mo3 mo = (1.10)(2) = = (1.10)(2) = 2.20 in.2.20 in.



Would Not be UnreasonableWould Not be Unreasonable

To assume that “damaging deflections” To assume that “damaging deflections” 
start when framing starts, rather than ends start when framing starts, rather than ends 
(at this point deflection is produced only by (at this point deflection is produced only by 
slab weight):slab weight):

∆∆00 = 163/291(1.10) = = 163/291(1.10) = 0.62 in.0.62 in.



Range of PossibilitiesRange of Possibilities

Partitions Partitions 
Attached @ Attached @ 

TimeTime

Damaging Damaging 
Deflections Deflections 

Start @ Start @ 
TimeTime

Slab Slab 
Deflection Deflection 
@ Start @ Start 

TimeTime

Deflection Deflection 
Occurring Occurring 
After Start After Start 

TimeTime

0 months0 months

3 months3 months

0 months0 months

0 months0 months 0.62”0.62” 3.01”3.01”

3 months3 months 1.73”1.73” 1.90”1.90”

3 months3 months 2.20”2.20” 1.43”1.43”



Smallest Possible Rational ValueSmallest Possible Rational Value

For deflection occurring For deflection occurring afterafter connection connection 
of partitions:of partitions:

1.43”1.43”



AllowableAllowable Computed Deflection?Computed Deflection?

Computed deflection is based upon Computed deflection is based upon 
contributions from two orthogonal spanscontributions from two orthogonal spans
Logical to base governing span Logical to base governing span ℓℓ from Table from Table 
9.5(b) 9.5(b) on on diagonaldiagonal (function of both spans)(function of both spans)
ℓℓ = 1.414x29 = 41 ft= 1.414x29 = 41 ft
For floors supporting partitions For floors supporting partitions ““likely to be likely to be 
damageddamaged””
∆∆allowallow = 41x12/= 41x12/480480 = = 0.83 in. << 1.43 in. NG0.83 in. << 1.43 in. NG



So This BuildingSo This Building
Seriously violates computed deflection Seriously violates computed deflection 
criteria of Table 9.5(b)criteria of Table 9.5(b)
–– Actual/Allowable = 1.72 minimumActual/Allowable = 1.72 minimum
Has significant deflectionHas significant deflection--related distress related distress 
in superstructurein superstructure
Has measured apparent deflections which Has measured apparent deflections which 
are consistent with computed deflectionsare consistent with computed deflections
EasilyEasily satisfies code deflection criteriasatisfies code deflection criteria

ttminmin = 29x12/30 = 11.6= 29x12/30 = 11.6”” < 13< 13””



RecommendationsRecommendations

Revise definition for Revise definition for ℓℓ::

–– ““span length of beam or onespan length of beam or one--way slab, as way slab, as 
defined in 8.7; defined in 8.7; diagonal dimension between diagonal dimension between 
column centerlines in twocolumn centerlines in two--way slab panelsway slab panels; ; 
clear projection of cantilever, in.clear projection of cantilever, in.””



RecommendationsRecommendations

Reverse the current deflection criteriaReverse the current deflection criteria
Require deflection calculations and Require deflection calculations and 
compliance to Table 9.5(b) in all casescompliance to Table 9.5(b) in all cases
Review and perhaps modify minimum Review and perhaps modify minimum 
thicknesses in Table 9.5(c)thicknesses in Table 9.5(c)
–– Do not permit thicknesses less than those in Do not permit thicknesses less than those in 

Table 9.5(c)Table 9.5(c)



More RationalMore Rational
Deflection criteria should be based on all Deflection criteria should be based on all 
things known to affect deflection (loads, things known to affect deflection (loads, 
modulus of elasticity, etc.)modulus of elasticity, etc.)
No real penalty for designersNo real penalty for designers
–– Computers make complicated deflection Computers make complicated deflection 

calculations transparentcalculations transparent
Minimum thickness criteria should not Minimum thickness criteria should not 
permit thinner slabs than required by permit thinner slabs than required by 
computationcomputation



Thank You!Thank You!
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